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At the June 8, 2018 second meeting of the Building VT’s Future Think Tank, members continued their work in
three small groups to more deeply consider components of the future system. The day began with a
presentation on research and recommendations from the Transforming the Financing of Early Care and
Education report released by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine to inform our
systems-building efforts here in Vermont.
Each small group then continued to work and refine areas of focus that would have the most impact in moving
from the current state to the desired state for VT’s early care and learning system. In the afternoon, the Think
Tank came together as a whole group to hear the ideas emerging in each group and provide feedback,
concerns, and opportunities for improvement. As a result of this input, the small groups made additional
refinements to their work before wrapping up for the day.
Below is a description of each small group’s charge and the focus areas that began to be refined through
their June 8th discussions:

Systems components for the Think Tank to address:
1. Developing and implementing financing mechanisms
Description: Identify how to pay for Vermont’s future early care and learning system, building off of
the Blue Ribbon Commission’s analysis of the current system’s financial inputs and potential funding
mechanisms, as well as best practices and financing innovations from others. Acknowledging the
tension between the need to support Vermont’s children and families and the broader economic and
budgetary realities of the state, focus on achieving affordability for families and for the state.
2. Maximizing resources within the early care and learning delivery system
Description: Develop a future delivery system of integrated early care and learning that maximizes
existing resources and provides high quality efficiently and effectively. Consider opportunities to
identify efficiencies within the current early care and learning delivery system and achieving
economies of scale. Consider state- and district-level costs associated with administration, monitoring,
distribution of resources and staffing. Identify how best to leverage existing resources such as PreK12 infrastructure, community buildings, etc. in order to expand capacity and strengthen and support
alignment with the PreK-12 system.
3. Assuring that all children have access to high quality early care and learning programs
Description: As per the Blue Ribbon Commission’s quality recommendations, identify the infrastructure
and resources that are needed to develop, maintain, and support high-quality early care and
learning programs for every child and family in Vermont. Consider BRC’s short-term and long-term
recommendations to better support Vermont’s early care and learning workforce. Consider the many
services currently integrated into early care and learning programs and opportunities to strengthen
the integration/coordination of comprehensive services.
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Emerging areas of focus from small groups:
Financing Mechanisms:
1. Develop a transparent, dedicated Early Childhood Fund that allows for the layering and braiding
of funding streams and a system for administering it. Do a cost/benefit analysis of a new agency,
quasi-governmental statutory “authority”, existing agency, or other opportunity for administering
the fund.
2. Identify sources for new revenue in early childhood:
a. Philanthropic endowment
b. Upfront private “Pay for Success” investment with a plan to allocate public money in 5
years pending certain outcomes
c. Business specific contributions
d. Income tax, sales tax
e. Health care dollars
f. Family Medical Leave Insurance - expands choices for families, opens up a different
funding stream to support child care.
3. Redesign our family assistance subsidy program tied to the “basic needs budget”, ensure it is
progressive not regressive, takes into account family size, and avoids cliffs.

Maximizing Resources:
1. Centralized Services Hubs
a. Maximizing existing resources and achieving economies of scale are critical components of
providing high quality care and education efficiently and effectively. The consideration of
“Centralized Service Hubs” warrant additional analysis. While implementation of a
“Shared Services” model in Vermont has not yet realized the savings that we may have
hoped for, turning our attention to a “Centralized Services” model warrants more analysis.
b. A key idea in how we think about achieving scale and maximizes existing resources is how
best we control, manage and deploy our resources. The key resources that we can control
to achieve efficiency include; money, time and people. By successfully managing our
resources we create an opportunity to have more money go to direct services versus drive
time, etc., or to address gaps that our early care and learning partners are experiencing
including shortage of substitutes and licensed teachers.
c. An example of how centralizing and steamlining services, resources and some

administrative structures could support private providers is in maintaining
staffing expectations and access to a substitute pool.
d. The concept of centralized service service hubs is not focused on “hubbing”
services for families, but “hubbing” and coordinating resources that support
early care and learning program
e. Considerations:
i. It is critical that we strategically analyze and agree on what resources,
support and services make sense to centralize and what requires more
flexibility.
ii. Focus on building off of existing hubs or regional infrastructures that
already exist
iii. Value Added
1. We must consider how Centralized Services Hubs provided value
and achieve efficiency while maintaining quality across partners in
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our 0-5 system as well as “how is this better for children and
families?
High Quality:
1. All public and private programs are required to meet the same set of high-quality program
standards.
a. There were different ideas in the work group about which framework we might use for our
design work on high-quality program standards--the licensing regulations or something
such as 5 STARS, accreditation, or Head Start Federal Monitoring, as listed in the BRC
report. The consensus was that the licensing regulations provide a “floor” vs. what we
“aspire to.” The group decided to tackle this question further in August so as to allow time
to familiarize ourselves with the work in progress revising the STARS framework.
2. Develop a design for the expected preparation and qualifications for a professional who
provides developmentally appropriate and beneficial experiences for children and support for
their families. Every individual in the workforce is professionally trained, credentialed, and
compensated and is held accountable for high quality practice. The group began work on defining
tiered qualifications for professionals who:
a. Work w/children; not lead
b. Lead group of children
c. Lead children; mentor adults
d. Supervise adults (pedagogical & instructional)

Question for State Advisory Council Consideration:
1. What excites you about these emerging ideas?
2. What questions or concerns do you have?
3. What you want to make sure the Think Tank is considering as they explore this work further?
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